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ill-treated that the million pests of the gardener could
flourish; the little hills were full of game; the vine and the
olive let down their berries. Weapons were unknown
except for the slings and long crooks of the shepherds.
With them they could hurl stones or clods of earth against
the foxes that beset their lamb flocks and vines,
This is not the dream of a sentimentalist nor a Utopian
conception of the future. It is a scientific deduction of a state
of mankind that.it would be perfectly practicable to re-
constitute. You have only got to get into your head the
Mediterranean conception of the Small as against the Nordic
Mass-Producer and it would be half-way there. , . . The
conception as an ideal!
Let us set about that job on our wanderings—you and I
and the patient New Yorker and the little English girl and
the caravan that we shall pick up with. . . „ The Fuehrer
and the lady who evolved the correct plural for hippo-
potamus, and Biala to make drawings and some poets and
craftsmen. More difficult movements have been carried
to success with smaller help.
§
For myself I don't care much. I have managed to live that
sort of life for most of my time; going round and round
the Route; stopping here and there to plant some things;
making a rough table or a chair now and then; practically
never overcrowded. Even in New York I have been growing
things. ... I always grow things in New York ... as
you shall sufficiently here see. . . .
And, right here, let me make this note.
If you set out to save civilization on the lines here indicated
later you will be met at once by the objection that people
do not like growing things. . . . There can be no greater
mistake. The one thing that all men like is obtaining
something for nothing . . . and there is no greater thrill
of satisfaction than seeing, pushing through the earth,
the first shoots from the seeds you have sown, . . . Ask
any child, . . . Ask, indeed, any schoolmaster whose
demesne provides garden plots for the children under his

